This paper analyzes multireflector antennas making use of spectral domain techniques. The behaviour of the multireflector antenna is determined by means of a transference function that relates the plane wave spectrum of an incident signal on this antenna to the plane wave spectrum reflected by the structure. Multireflector antenna clusters that synthesize specific radiation patterns have also been undertaken.
INTRODUCTION.
In order to obtain the transference function that characterizes the multireflector antenna, we have studied the reflected fields produced by parabolic and hiperbolic surfaces that integrate the multireflector structure.
Reflector antennas have usually been analyzed by geometrical optics based on ray tracing. In this paper physical optics approximation has been used for characterizing reflector elements. It has been found the induced current distribution that an incident spectrum produces on the reflector surface. Using this current we get the reflected field and their plane wave spectrum.
Once the behaviour of a multireflector antenna has been defined by an equivalent transference function we have shifted feeding sources from system focus and we have studied radiation patterns produced by several sources placed around the focus of a Cassegrain antenna.
MULTIREFLECTOR TRANSFERENCE FUNCTION.
The electromagnetic conduct of a multireflector antenna is defined by a transference function that relates the incident plane wave spectrum with the reflected one. The transference function of this Cassegrain multireflector antenna is obtained combining transference functions of parabolic and hyperbolic reflectors. The formulas employed with spectral analysis, which multireflector description requires, are summarized in the following picture. figure 5 . reflector in another direction. Figures 10 and 11 show the evolution of the electromagnetic field produced by an offset parabolic antenna (D=20X1 f/D=0.5) with a feeding source that has a 10 dB fall at reflector corner and shifted 2X from focus. represented in terms of an input plane wave spectrum. Next, employing the multireflectoritrans-ference function, we get the output plane .wave sptctrum reflected by the Cassegrain antenna, Thb output spectrum is directly related to its radiation pattern.
Finally we have studied a Cassegrain cluster configuration integrated by three sources with suitable weights. In figure 18 we can see the radiation patterns produced by each source. 
